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Abstract—We present the application and performance of a rate 8/10 Matched-Spectral-Null (MSN) trellis code in conjunction with Class-4 partial response (PR4) signalling. The implementation of an MSN code is described. Results of experiments using synthesized PR4 waveforms are presented and it is shown that the rate 8/10 code can provide about a 3 dB advantage relative to the Class-4 partial response maximum likelihood detection (PRML) in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise as well as additive synthesized adjacent track interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

Class-4 partial response (PR4) signalling with maximum likelihood detection [1–3] (PRML) has been experimentally shown [4] to provide a substantial performance improvement on magnetic recording channels relative to the peak detection method. On a given head-medium combination, PRML can provide acceptable performance over a range of recording density. Beyond that range, the performance degrades because of excessive noise enhancement in equalization, and other detection methods, such as decision-feedback equalization (DFE) [5] and extended PRML [6], or refinements to the PRML method are needed to maintain acceptable performance. In this paper, we focus on the latter approach, in particular, a trellis-coded PRML technique.

Specifically, we describe the application and performance of a rate 8/10 Matched Spectral Null (MSN) code [7] in conjunction with Class-4 partial response signalling. The MSN code imposes additional structure in the readback waveform to provide improved performance relative to PRML. Both theoretical and experimental results are presented to show that, for a given symbol rate into the channel, the MSN/PR4 combination provides about a 3 dB advantage in signal-to-noise ratio relative to the PRML method in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. The same advantage is maintained when the Gaussian noise is replaced by synthesized adjacent track interference. Both of these measured results suggest that MSN coding represents a viable, evolutionary approach to enhancing the performance of the PRML method.

Section II gives an overview of MSN coding. Section III describes the specific MSN code used in a hardware prototype. Section IV examines some of the architectural considerations in the design of the experimental prototype. Section V describes the experimental results. Section VI is dedicated to concluding remarks.

II. OVERVIEW OF MSN CODES

It has been long recognized [8] that the functions of coding and modulation must be combined to effectively utilize the available bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio of a channel. Indeed, over the past decade, combined coding and modulation in the form of Trellis-coded Modulation (TCM) [9] has revolutionized the communications industry. Data rates within 15-20% of the Shannon Capacity are becoming commonplace over the ubiquitous voiceband channel. TCM codes are designed for transmitting multi-level symbols over memoryless channels. As such, they are not applicable to saturation recording, where only binary input symbols are allowed and the channel has memory which depends upon the linear density and the head/medium response.

Although fundamentally different in design, MSN codes capture the basic essence of TCM in that they provide a means of combining the functions of coding and modulation for partial response channels. They belong to the general class of trellis codes where the channel input-output is depicted by a trellis diagram. The detection requires the soft-decision Viterbi algorithm, which recursively traces the most likely recorded sequence through the trellis based on the observed noisy samples. Like other trellis codes for partial response channels [10,11], MSN codes are designed to enhance the minimum Euclidean distance between any pair of allowed sequences at the channel output relative to the uncoded system. Such a criterion reduces the error event probability, \( P_e \), for the soft-decision Viterbi detector. In additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), at moderate signal to noise ratios, this probability is well-approximated by the analytic expression

\[
P_e = NQ \frac{d_{\text{msn}}}{2\sigma^2}
\]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the noise variance, \( d_{\text{msn}} \) is the minimum distance between any pair of allowed sequences and \( N \) is the average number of trellis sequences at that distance "seen" by each code sequence at each point in time. The function \( Q(x) \) is the well-known complementary error function. The relative increase in the minimum distance defines the coding gain, which, according to (1), is a measure of the extra immunity to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Unlike other trellis codes for partial response channels, however, MSN codes exploit, rather than nullify, the memory of the partial response channel. The key idea underlying the design of MSN codes is to match the nulls of the code power spectrum with those of the channel transfer function. Thus, for example, an MSN code for a Class-4 partial response channel would use sequences with two nulls— one at dc and the other at the Nyquist frequency— in the code power spectrum.

A code is said to have an order-\( K \) spectral null at a particular frequency if the value of the code power spectrum and its derivatives through order \( 2K - 1 \) are zero at that frequency. Similarly, a partial-response channel has an order-\( L \) null at a specified frequency if the squared-magnitude of the channel transfer function and its derivatives through order \( 2L - 1 \) are zero at that frequency. (In the case of a channel spectral null at dc or the Nyquist frequency, this condition on the channel transfer function translates into the condition that the channel system polynomial \( h(D) \) is divisible by \((1 - D)^L \) or \((1 + D)^L \), respectively.) The coding gain in such an MSN-coded system is dependent upon the order of the spectral nulls in the code power spectrum and the order of the channel nulls. For example, if one applies a code with order-\( K \) spectral nulls at dc and the Nyquist frequency to the PR4 channel, the minimum distance at the output of the PR4 channel satisfies \( d_{\text{msn}} \geq 2(K + 1) \). This coding gain property of MSN codes extends to a broad class of partial response channels. Roughly speaking, the minimum distance at the channel output is proportional to the sum of the spectral null order of the code and the spectral null order of the partial-response channel. For the decoders, PRA, and EPR4 channels with system polynomials of the form

\[
h(D) = (1 - D)(1 + D)^L
\]

for \( 0 \leq L \leq 2 \), if the spectral null orders of the code and channel are equal, the minimum distance is doubled, and the system can tolerate approximately 3 dB more noise power in AWGN.

Several practical advantages arise from the use of the matched-spectral-null approach to create coding gain. The most important is the availability of a reduced-state Viterbi detector that achieves near maximum-likelihood performance with dramatically less complexity than would be required in a maximum-likelihood detector. The detector effectively tracks only the spectral content (or running digital sums) at the spectral null frequencies, rather than the more complicated constraints of the specific code sequences embodied in the encoder finite-state-machine. Since the design distance is guaranteed by the matched spectral null property, this "suboptimal" detector suffices to achieve the improved error-rate performance predicted by the MSN coding gain analysis.

From the signal modulation standpoint, one evident advantage is the spectral null property. In particular, a spectral null at dc has been found to be a desirable code feature for several reasons, as attested to by the past and present use of dc-free and dc-constrained codes in many digital recording
applications [12]. In a PR4 system, a code null at the Nyquist frequency also provides potential benefits by mitigating the effects of distortion and aliasing near the channel band-edge.

Another benefit that derives from the spectral null properties of MSN codes is the implicit restriction on runlengths of consecutive zero samples in the noiseless channel output sequences, as well as in the interleaved subsequences at even/odd time instants. These constraints, sometimes referred to as (0,G,f) constraints [13], are critical to reliable timing recovery and gain control, and they play a role in limiting the required path memory length in the Viterbi detector. For the latter, the code must satisfy the broader constraint that it generates no quasi-catastrophic trellis sequences, as discussed in more detail in Section III.

Finally, another feature of the MSN code approach is the flexibility it affords in the design of the encoder/decoder functions. The reduced-complexity detector can be applied to any code that satisfies the spectral null constraints reflected in the detector trellis structure. The code designer can therefore optimize the encoder/decoder functions, taking into account such issues as encoder complexity, decoder error propagation, and forbidden sequences reserved for synchronization or other purposes.

As mentioned in the Introduction, practical TCM schemes providing 3 dB to 4 dB of additional immunity to noise were critical in driving data rates of voiceband data modems toward their theoretical limits. Bandwidth-efficient (i.e., high rate) coded-modulation schemes, such as the rate 8/10 MSN trellis-coded PR4 technique presented in this paper, can play a similar role in optimizing recording channel performance. They provide an efficient way to generate structured waveforms in signal space with improved distance properties to ensure distinguishability in the presence of channel noise, as well as a practical demodulation technique for achieving the performance of a maximum-likelihood detector. The added tolerance to noise in signal space reduces the probability of error at the detector output and permits correct detection in the presence of noise waveforms that would overwhelm the uncoded channel. The errors that do occur tend to be bursty, reflecting the nature of error events in trellis-based detectors. Algebraic error-correction methods (such as Reed-Solomon codes) [14] are well suited to correction of such infrequent burst errors and can be incorporated into an error recovery procedure to take full advantage of the benefits of the coded-modulation channel, providing an overall system configuration that will better approach the performance, density, and data rate limits established by information theory.

III. RATE 8/10 MSN CODE DESIGN

This section describes the details of a specific rate 8/10 MSN code designed for a dicode (h(D)=1-D) channel. By means of bit-wise interleaving of code sequences, the same code may be applied to interleaved-dicode channels, as similar to PR4 (h(D)=1-D).

A. Overview of Code Properties

The rate 8/10 MSN code is 'dc-free'; that is, its power spectrum has a null at \( f = 0 \), the frequency at which the dicode partial-response channel has a zero in its transfer function. Specifically, the code sequences are among those sequences having a spectral null at \( f = 0 \) and with digital sum variation (DSV) bounded by 6. The DSV of a sequence \( a = a_0, \ldots, a_{N-1} \) is the maximum variation in the running digital sum values

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} (-1)^i a_i, \quad (2)
\]

for \( N = 1, \ldots, n \).

In addition to the DSV constraint, the state diagram also incorporates a constraint which limits to 5 the maximum run length of zero samples at the output of the dicode channel. The code is also designed to eliminate all quasi-catastrophic sequences; that is, each valid output sequence corresponds to a unique path in the trellis. These two constraints serve essentially the same function as the global constraint \( G \) and the interleaved constraint \( f \) in the (0,G,f) codes for the baseline PRML system, namely, ensuring adequate non-zero samples for timing/gain control and limiting the required path memory in the Viterbi detector. In particular, when interleaved for use on the PR4 channel, the code satisfies the constraints (0,G,f) = (0,105).

Finally, the code is designed to be invariant under 180 degree phase-shift, without requiring a precoder circuit. In other words, channel output sequences \( y \) and \(-y\) both decode to the same data sequence \( x \). This property is useful in magnetic recording systems where the state of the write driver is not known in advance, and where head lands may be interchanged.

The code is implemented as a sliding block code. The encoder requires 4 states, and the decoder is a sliding block decoder requiring one codeword look-ahead. Therefore, the maximum length of an error burst in the decoded data sequence resulting from a single error in the detected code sequence is limited to 2 bytes.

The Class-4 channel, which underlies the magnetic PRML system is an interleaved dicode (1-D) channel, so the trellis code for dicode is easily adapted to Class-4 by interleaving. When interleaved, the code produces spectral nulls at \( f = 0 \) and \( f = 1/2T \), where \( T \) is the code symbol interval. These nulls correspond to the zeros in the Class-4 frequency response. Fig. 1 shows the average power spectrum of typical channel input waveforms generated by the interleaved code, as well as the average power spectrum of the waveforms generated by the ensemble of sequences with DSV no more than 6 on each interleave [15].

B. Encoder Description

Table I shows the structure of the finite-state-machine encoder. States are designated by decimal numbers (0-3), and data words are denoted by decimal numbers (0-255). Codewords are grouped into lists with similar properties, as will be described below, and designated by capital letters, with the size of the set indicated in parentheses. For example, A(100) denotes a list of 100 codewords designated by A. The notation \( A \) denotes the list of codewords which are obtained from the words in set \( A \) by bit-wise complementing. The notation \( A \) denotes the list of codewords obtained from the list \( A \) by reversing the order of appearance of codewords in the list.

![Fig. 1. Power spectrum of MSN-coded input signals and of maximum entropy signals with DSV \( \leq 6 \)](image-url)

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current state</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Next state</th>
<th>Codeword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C(113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D(77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>E(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D(77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D(77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>G(120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C(113)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2 shows a diagram, with seven states, that generates all binary sequences with digital sum variation (DSV) bounded by 6, as defined earlier, including, in particular, all codewords in the code.

The codeword lists in the encoder are best described in terms of the related diagram in Fig. 3. In this diagram, the edges in the graph correspond to pairs of consecutive edges in Fig. 2 where the first edge emanates from state 2, 4, or 6. Each edge in Fig. 3 is labelled with the pair of symbols generated by the corresponding pair of edges in Fig. 2. (The Viterbi detector trellis structure will be derived from the diagram shown in Fig. 3 as well.)

List A: Consists of the 100 sequences generated by paths starting from state 2 and ending in state 6.

List B: Consists of the 43 sequences generated by paths from state 2 to state 4 which also pass through state 6.

List C: Consists of 113 of the 121 possible sequences generated by paths from state 2 to state 4 which do not pass through state 6.

List D: Consists of 77 of the 90 sequences generated by paths which start and end at state 4 which also pass through state 2 but do not pass through state 6. The 77 words begin with either 0 (65 total) or 1000 (12 of 13 total).

List E: Consists of the 41 sequences generated by paths from state 4 to state 2 which also pass through state 6.

List F: Consists of 8 of the 20 sequences which start and end at state 4 which also pass through both state 2 and state 6. The 8 sequences are precisely those which begin with 00.

List G: Consists of 120 of the 121 sequences generated by paths from state 2 to state 4 which do not pass through state 6, including the words in list C.

Table II gives a full description of the codeword lists, with the 10-bit words expressed in decimal. Codewords in the list are given in increasing numerical order, from left-to-right, row-by-row from top-to-bottom. List C (not shown) was chosen to be the last 113 words in list G.

C. Decoder Description

The rate 8/10 code is decoded with a sliding block decoder which requires one codeword look-ahead to decode the current codeword. The maximum error length due to a single bit error at the decoder input is therefore no more than 2 data bytes. The sliding block decoder algorithm may be described as follows. For the current 10-bit codeword \( y = p_0 \ldots p_9 \), the decoder determines an 8-bit word \( w = w_0 \ldots w_7 \) according to Table III.

![Fig. 2. State diagram for sequences with DSV ≤ 6.](image)

![Fig. 3. Component of second power of diagram in Fig. 2.](image)

For all but 16 of the codewords, namely the 16 words in lists \( F \) and \( \bar{F} \), the decoder actually requires no look-ahead, and the decoder output is \( w \). For the remaining 16 words, the decoder output is either \( w \) or the bit-wise complement of \( w \), as determined by a simple binary-valued function \( U \) of the bits in the current and look-ahead codewords.

To define the binary-valued function \( U \), it is convenient to introduce certain variables related to the current and look-ahead codewords. Let \( z = x_0 \ldots x_9 \) denote the look-ahead codeword. Let \( V(y) \) denote the Hamming weight (the number of 1's) in the current codeword, and \( V(z) \) denote the same for the look-ahead codeword. The decoder uses a look-up table to determine the 8-bit pattern \( w \). The decoded data word \( x = x_0 \ldots x_9 \) is given by \( x_i = w_i + U(y, z) \), where \( U \) is defined by:
Viterbi Detection

A maximum-likelihood detector for the rate 8/10 MSN-coded dicode channel would use a trellis structure derived from the finite-state encoder. However, this trellis would be far too complex for practical implementation. A significant reduction in complexity and near-maximum-likelihood performance was achieved by using a trellis structure derived from the spectral null diagram in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the reduced complexity Viterbi detector trellis structure for the rate 8/10 MSN code.

The edges are labelled by $u_n = u_{n-1}v_n$ where $u_n$ are code symbols and $v_n$ are channel output symbols. The free Euclidean distance of the trellis, $d_{Eu}$, is the minimum squared Euclidean distance between trellis-coded channel output sequences which start from the same state and remerge after a finite number of steps. It can be checked that $d_{Eu} = 4$, indicating a potential 3 dB gain over the uncoded dicode channel. Fig. 4 shows an example of a minimum distance error event.

The maximum possible length of a minimum distance error event is no more than 42 bits. This is important for limiting the required path memory in the Viterbi detector. Standard interleaving techniques can be utilized to apply this detector structure to the Class-4 channel.

The Viterbi algorithm for the trellis in the figure is derived according to conventional methods. The survivor metric update rules are given in Table IV. Survivor path extensions are determined on the basis of the metric update in the usual manner by means of an Add-Compare-Select (ACS) processor. Issues related to the implementation of this algorithm are addressed in detail in Section IV.

Fig. 5 shows the results of a bit-by-bit computer simulation of the rate 8/10 MSN-coded dicode channel. The noise was assumed to be additive, Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviation $\sigma$, independent from sample to sample. The probability of error event at the detector is plotted as a function of signal-noise-ratio. Also shown are two analytically calculated curves: the performance of the uncoded dicode with maximum-likelihood detection (given by $P_e = 2Q(\sqrt{2/2\sigma})$), and the performance corresponding to an exact 3 dB coding gain. The rate 8/10 MSN code achieves approximately 2.5 dB coding gain in this range of SNR. The deviation from 3 dB can be attributed to the "error coefficient", which reflects the average number of trellis sequences at minimum distance from a typical code sequence. In this SNR range, all observed error events were minimum distance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE

In order to experimentally evaluate the performance of the rate 8/10 MSN code described in Section III, an experimental prototype was built using a custom VU1 chip that incorporated the encoder, Viterbi detector, and decoder functions. The details of the chip implementation are given in [16]. Here we will describe the salient features of the prototype as well as some of the novel architectures used in the chip design.

The block diagram of the chip is shown in Fig. 6. The encoder is a 4-state machine that encodes an 8-bit data input into a 10-bit codeword output. Its design was based on the table look-up method. The decoder is a sliding block decoder that maps suitably synchronized two adjacent 10-bit sequences from the Viterbi detector to an 8-bit decoded data. It was also implemented using table look-up along with combinatorial logic to perform the look-ahead function.

The Viterbi detector is based on the six state trellis diagram given in Fig. 4 and the associated recursive equations in Table IV. It was implemented using a novel pipelined approach that saved about 50% in the chip area relative to the conventional approach.

Most high-speed hardware realizations of the Viterbi detector rely on a state-parallel approach wherein one add-compare-select unit is devoted to each state (recursion) in the trellis diagram. A conventional Viterbi detector for the six state trellis in Fig. 4 would therefore require four 4-input ACS’s (for states 2, 3, 4 and 5) and two 2-input ACS’s (for states 1 and 6). Our implementation required two 4-input ACS units. The ACS units were configured to operate in a carefully organized pipeline that allowed the servicing of all six states, but with minimum impact on the speed. The scheduling and partitioning of the states involved in the pipeline are described in [16]. Theoretical extensions and further applications of this pipelined architecture may be found in [17].

![Trellis diagram for 8/10 MSN Viterbi detector.](image-url)
The overall area-time tradeoff for the Viterbi detector can be summarized as follows: The speed is 33% slower than a 6-state, non-pipelined implementation, mainly due to the use of two additional dummy states. On the other hand, the area is substantially less because of the reduction in: (1) the number of ACS's; (2) the number of feedback connections between ACS's; and (3) the number of interconnections between the branch metric calculators and the ACS's, stemming from the fact that each branch metric is used in one ACS only. Although these area improvements are slightly offset by the incorporation of pipeline latches in the ACS units, the net area reduction is measured to be roughly 50%, thereby providing a favorable overall area-speed tradeoff.

Another important consideration in the design of the Viterbi detector is path metric normalization. The normalization is required to prevent errors due to overflow or underflow during the updating and storage of the path metrics. In the PRML method, this normalization is implicitly performed in the commonly-used difference metric algorithm. In our implementation, modulo normalization [18], which relies on the properties of two's-complement arithmetic, was used. This technique builds the normalization directly into the ACS operation and thereby provides the most local and uniform design from the VLSI standpoint. It is especially well-suited to the pipelined ACS architecture mentioned above.

The remaining function in the Viterbi detector—namely, the path memory—was implemented using the conventional register-exchange scheme requiring the survivor sequences to be stored in 6 shift registers, each of length 32 stages (64 bits). Each shift register is updated during every symbol interval.

Two of the VLSI modules shown in Fig. 6 were configured according to Fig. 7 to build the complete experimental prototype, capable of operating up to 3 MB/sec (30 MHz). The incoming data is serial-to-parallel converted to produce 8-bit words, which are alternately applied to the two encoders. The encoded output is serialized and interleaved. The resulting sequence has a finite running digital sum as well as a finite alternate running digital sum, thereby satisfying the necessary and sufficient conditions for producing nulls in the code power spectrum at dc and the Nyquist frequency. These nulls match the nulls of the Class-4 partial response spectrum.

On the readback side, suitably equalized samples are de-interleaved and applied to the soft-decision Viterbi detectors. The detected output is decoded and suitably reframed to produce the readback data sequence. The timing and gain control functions were derived from an experimental PRML receiver.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of the rate 8/10 MSN code was experimentally evaluated and compared with the PRML method. The comparison was based on the experimental configuration shown in Fig. 8. The analog signal generator was used to synthesize Class-4 partial response waveforms for the rate 8/10 MSN code or the rate 8/9 (0,4/4) code based on a given random data input. Noise was added to the waveform, which was then applied to the PRML receiver. For the rate 8/9 coded system, the decoded output from the PRML receiver was used to determine the error rate as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For evaluating the MSN code performance, the PRML receiver was used only for the purpose of performing A/D conversion, and for timing and gain recovery. The sample sequence and the recovered clock from the receiver were applied to the trellis codec chips. The decoded data was used to measure the error rate. All performance comparisons were made at a channel data rate of 30 Mbits/sec.

Fig. 9 shows measured performance of the baseline PRML and the rate 8/10 MSN-coded systems in the presence of additive noise. As shown, the trellis-coded system tolerates approximately 2.8 dB more noise than the uncoded system at an error rate of $10^{-7}$. The measured improvement is in good agreement with the analytic and simulated results given in Section III.

In magnetic recording applications, the effect of correlated interference is of more significance than additive white Gaussian noise. A second experiment was conducted to evaluate the effect of correlated interference (resembling adjacent track data) on the MSN-coded and the PRML systems. White Gaussian noise was added to the data waveforms until the error rate for both systems was $10^{-7}$. Based on the first experiment, this amounted to setting the SNR for the MSN-coded system to be 2.8 dB lower than that for PRML. Suitably encoded waveforms, resembling adjacent track interference (ATI), were then added asynchronously to the noisy waveforms to simulate the offtrack condition. The amplitude of the interfering waveform was adjusted to obtain the bathtub-like plot shown in Fig. 10. As shown, the MSN-coded system with 2.8 dB lower SNR provides the same bathtub performance as PRML, thereby demonstrating comparable immunity to correlated interference as PRML. Both of these experimental results suggest that the MSN coded system provides added immunity to noise or interference. This immunity may be used to improve performance or increase the recording density, or both, in magnetic recording systems.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has described the application and performance evaluation of a rate 8/10, matched-spectral-null (MSN) trellis code in a Class-4 partial response system. Details of the encoder and decoder functions were presented, as well as the reduced-complexity trellis structure underlying the Viterbi detector for the coded system. Implementation issues involved in the design of a VLSI chip embodying the encoder, decoder, and Viterbi detector for the trellis-coded system were discussed. Experimental results confirm theoretical predictions that the rate 8/10 code provides approximately 3 dB advantage over the baseline Class-4 partial-response, maximum-likelihood (PRML) system in the presence of additive, white, Gaussian noise as well as additive adjacent track interference.
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